ABSTRACT - The paper focuses on the occurrence of Castelluccian (Early Bronze Age) pebble pendants in subadult tombs found in Greek, but also indigenous sites in Sicily from 8th century BC onwards. These pebble-shaped pendants are made of various materials, especially alabaster and translucent stones. They are usually unearthed with shells, perhaps to form a single ornament, in close bond with selected people.

The occurrence in archaic infant burials, both in Greek and indigenous contexts, without being documented meanwhile, brings up a challenging issue: we can argue that these items, discovered accidentally in very ancient tombs, were considered to be old and therefore deemed particularly valuable also due to the intrinsic properties of the stones, being shiny and translucent. As a consequence (by drawing inspiration from native women’s ancient knowledge?) they were probably conveyed a new meaning and turned into apotropaic amulets in order to protect children from diseases during life, and from perils in afterlife.
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This paper focuses on the occurrence of Castelluccian pebble pendants, that is, those belonging to the Early Bronze Age, in some archaic sub-adult tombs excavated in Greek Sicily. This occurrence, which has been attested in only a small number of infant burials until now (but on-going research could enrich the available data for sure), raises quite a challenging issue about their meaning as exceptional “objects with biography”.

Let me begin by presenting some noteworthy examples of their presence in the archaic necropolis of Gela. Between 2012 and 2013 -- following my publication of the archaic necropolis of Gela, which had been excavated in the early 1900s by Paolo Orsi -- among the numerous ideas and theoretical approaches put forward, I worked at improving this paper during my stay at the Trendall Research Centre, La Trobe University, Melbourne/Australia (January-February 2019), thanks to the La Trobe Trendall Fellowship 2018. I am extremely grateful to Gillian Shepherd, Ian McPhee and Elizabeth Pemberton, who made my ‘Australian’ period absolutely unforgettable, as well as fruitful. Great is also my debt to the Directors and the staff of both the Regional Archaeological Museum of Gela and Syracuse for their constant support.


reflections derived from the investigation of the burial ground, my attention turned to two unusual-looking, rarely documented stone pendants found in two tombs belonging to sub-adult individuals.

Prior to describing these said tombs, it must be specified that the archaic necropolis of Gela consists of 636 tombs, mostly dating from the second quarter of 7th Century to the late 6th Century BC. Of these, about 43% belong to newborns, children, and adolescents, that is, 276 tombs among enchrytrismoi, i.e., burials in monolithic sarcophagi, pits and clay larnakes. This figure is substantially consistent with the high infant mortality rate, estimated at around 50% in all the ancient world. In order to contextualize further the ensuing debate, it is equally important to mention that 268 out of 636 unearthed tombs did not display any grave goods. In addition, it is worth highlighting that Gela’s funerary scenario seems to suggest a preference for basic burial ceremonies and the assemblage of modest grave goods. Whilst this is known to be a common habit in the Sicilian Greek communities of the archaic period, in Gela it appears to take the tone of a peculiar mesotes, i.e., a display of wealth already alien to the Greek mentality, which appears to be even more contained in Gela, almost a celebration of modesty. This is attested by the small number of cremations (slightly over one hundred) and by the scarcity of metal ornaments and valuable exotica among the grave goods of the 7th and 6th Centuries BC.

Within this framework, especially between the middle of 7th and the middle of 6th Centuries BC, considerable attention was devoted to conferring a “formal burial” to a selected group of sub-adult individuals - a sort of jeunesse dorée, consisting of very young aristocratic Geloans, upper-class young girls and infants, all of whom were probably descendants of élite families. Restricted almost exclusively to them were lavish funerals and precious artefacts, among which metal ornaments and accessories in bronze, silver and gold to be worn on clothes, as well as valuable alabaster unguent jars or imported vases, abundantly laid out in the grave goods assemblage (Fig. 1). The funerary visibility reserved to young and very young members of leading families, however, is not an isolated ritual behavior. As outstanding studies conducted by Gillian Shepherd in 2006 and 2007 clearly illustrate, this behavior was concurrently shared by other Greek colonies in Sicily, including Syracuse, Megara Hyblaea, Agrigento and Selinus, each one of them with its own cultural practices. This was a funerary rite clearly associated with a substantial social investment in their descendants by the most prominent ghene, each of them competing for leading roles within a society that was in the process of coming-into-being. When faced with the trauma of a tragic premature death, their immediate reaction was to start a process of reconstructing a family identity and memory by arranging sumptuous funerals in commemoration of their loved ones, thus exorcising the fear of their dynasty becoming extinct.

After this brief yet essential introduction, let me proceed to the two tombs preserving the stone pendants that originally captured my attention. Both burials are located in the so-called Borgo necropolis, West of ancient Greek settlement of Gela, and precisely Tomb 77, which was unearthed in the western part of Via Buscemi, and Tomb 99 in the southern part of Via Smecca.

The first tomb (Fig. 2) is an enchrytrismos in a large dolium (a storage vessel) containing two small skeletons, the one a few months old, the other a few years old (quoting from Paolo Orsi). Among the grave goods found inside the dolium are a Corinthian alabastron, type NC 376, an East-Greek
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pomegranate-shaped vase, type Ducat 1966, Grenade I, and the stone pendant discussed here. This is unfortunately no longer available but was sketched by Rosario Carta and described by Orsi as a pendant amulet made from polished hard stone9. The ceramic artefacts suggest that the enchytrismòs was used twice: it was originally laid in the Early Corinthian Period (chronology of the alabastron) and reopened in the decades 590-570 BC (chronology of the pomegranate-shaped vase). We clearly lack the evidence to define which of the two infant burials the stone pendant is to be referred to.

The second tomb - Tomb 99 in Via Smecca - is a rock cut fossa belonging to an infant skeleton (I am quoting Orsi again), buried with a Corinthian scale alabastron, type NC 379, a local kalathiskos and (I am still quoting Orsi since these artefacts are also no longer available) two unwrought stone slabs of peculiar form, i.e. one with both sides presenting a concave-cylindrical shape and the second one with a truncated conic shape10. This tomb, based on the alabastron, dates to Transitional Period.

Orsi’s intuition11 and a footnote by Rosa Maria Albanese Procelli12 set me on the right course. The two pendants are indeed identical to the pebble-shaped pendants uncovered in the burial grounds of the Castelluccian facies. This coincides with the culture that developed in Sicily in the Early Bronze Age and dates to between the last two centuries of the 3rd millennium BC and the transition to the Middle Bronze Age, around 1600 BC, based on the most recent calibrated dates13.

Until a few years ago there was only one study on Castelluccian stone beads and pendants (I am referring to the study by Ornella Adamo back in 198914). Today, with the contribution of a lithic analysis expert, Ilaria Mataresse’s recent research (a 2014 PhD thesis) has produced an extensive dossier15 providing us with a systematic typology of the stone pendants (disc-shaped, flattened globular, biconical, oval, rectangular, sub-rectangular and axe-shaped) and recurrent lithic materials of which they are made (Fig. 3).

According to the aforementioned research, the pendants appear to be made mostly of common soft stones16 -- sedimentary siliceous, sandstone and limestone rocks, not translucent or polished -- the most prominent being the so-called “pseudolimonite” or “limonite”, which term had already been used by Orsi to identify a ferruginous rock with yellow and red tones17. This first category of stone pendants, which is deemed to be more extensive and generally of a poorer quality, is complemented by pendants made with precious soft stones which are mainly alabaster and steatite, both translucent or polished. But there are also sophisticated, masterfully hand-made pendants featuring translucent or polished hard stones, namely basalt, jasper and quartz. It is worth underlining that the provenance of most stone types seems to be from within Sicily, and mainly constituted from local stone materials. This is consistent with the general impression of a closed Castelluccian economy based on an agro-pastoral, eneolithic type, one in which chipped stone artefacts still played a dominant role (flint blades are commonly found at this time), while the presence of metal is still scant18.

It can be assumed that the occasional presence of a hole on both ends of the plaques and pebbles meant the lithic materials were not only conceived of as pendants but were also worn as bracelets. For reasons of time, I am not going to take into consideration in this paper the category of
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pebbles or plaques made of the same stone but without any holes or traces of stone perforation nor even any other system of hanging. It is indeed highly likely that these artefacts, recurrent in the Castelluccian age, share the same purpose as the previous ones, but were carried and displayed in a different manner, presumably inside sacks or net bags, rather than being worn around the neck or on the arm. Furthermore, it is worth stressing how the stone pendants unearthed in Castelluccian tombs are frequently associated with shells, perhaps forming a single necklace, as in Tomb 12 of the necropolis of Melilli.

Despite the obvious lack of explicit literary sources on the customs of Sicily’s prehistoric peoples, we have strong reasons to believe in the apotropaic nature of these stone pendants. They may have been held in high esteem for their magical powers because of some uncanny and curious properties, such as the capacity of making strange sound if shaken, of attracting straw, hay and bits of paper, or even of emitting a special odor when rubbed.

According to many scholars, the therapeutic usage of stones can be traced back to a long-lasting tradition ranging from Antiquity to the Renaisssance, which attributes healing properties to individual stones organized in an analogical system based on the principles of sympathetic magic. We need only mention the frequent connection between stones - typically their colour - and specific parts of the human body and mood. For example, the bubble-like appearance of dark red stones, which resemble coagulated blood, consisting mainly of iron, such as aetites, limonite, hematite and magnetite, were traditionally considered to be powerful talismans for safe childbirth (aetites) and for love-magic (magnetite and hematite).

As to the brilliance and translucence of the stones, in the presence of jasper, quartz and alabaster, we could with due caution refer to what Giuman wrote about the power of specific unusual-looking or shiny amulets to keep the evil eye of the baskanos away, thus blocking or interrupting the visual contact between the curser and the victim. It is also worth highlighting that in many ancient cultures shiny and brilliant objects were believed to possess special generative power and fertilizing energy, as translucence and brilliance were considered to be qualities imbued with a sacredness. In addition, we have to mention that axe-shaped pendants (as well as other cutting small objects) are usually attributed powerful apotropaic qualities in rites of passage, both from adolescence to adulthood and from life to death.

That said, it is still not easy to ascertain, considering the collective nature of the grotticella inhumations in the Castelluccian facies, whether or not all these pendant amulets were most commonly recovered in tombs of sub-adult individuals.

To return to Greek Sicily, it should be pointed out that, along with stone axe-shaped and pebble pendants, with or without a hanging hole, eye-shaped, miniature bronze double-axes also continued to be in use from the Late Bronze Age throughout the Early Iron Age and into the archaic period. Matarese’s research offered a significant contribution to a better understanding of how
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Castellucian pebble pendants did not completely disappear in the early phase of the Middle Bronze Age. Indeed, they were found in tombs of the subsequent Thapsos phase (dated to between 15th and 13th Centuries BC based on Mycenean imports), albeit in smaller quantities due to the increased concentration of ornaments (which now appear to be more elaborate and made of glass and amber) in the hands of a restricted elite. I myself noticed some examples among the tombs belonging to the Thapsos facies on display at the Archaeological Museum in Syracuse (autumn 2018). Equally rare are finds of pebble pendants in the Pantalica facies. From chamber Tomb 133 of the NW necropolis of Pantalica - published by Orsi in 1899 - is (quoting from the excavator) «un ciottoletto piatto ellittico di pietra schisto-ferruginosa (l. mm. 58) con due tentativi di pertugio all’apice, un pendaglio-talismano» - says Orsi - «nuovo, anzi unico per questa età, ma tanto frequente nella precedente, che non occorrono citazioni». Another pendant, also uncovered in Pantalica, would be later on mentioned by Orsi in “Monumenti Antichi” 1912. A final one comes from Tomb 241 of the South necropolis of Pantalica, on display at said Museum in Syracuse. On the other hand, some axe-shaped and pebble pendants, with or without a hanging hole, such as the one unearthed in the necropolis of Cozzo S. Giuseppe in Contrada Realmese, in Calascibetta (Enna), date back to the turn of the 2nd and 1st millennium BC.

Notwithstanding the abundance of stone pendants in Castelluccian contexts and their later persistence in much more uncommon examples of tombs dating to the Middle and Late Bronze Age until the Early Iron Age, however, what is worth mentioning here is that such stone amulets reappear within some archaic tombs in Greek Sicily. This brings us back to the two infant tombs in Gela that originally captured my attention.

Convincing comparisons to the Fusco necropolis in Syracuse can be offered. Among these, Tomb 175bis (Fig. 4) is an ossilegium with an adolescent’s skeleton (quoting from Orsi) pushed aside to make room for a later deposition inside the same rock-cut fossa for another deceased female infant, dating to the second quarter or to the middle of the 7th Century BC, based on the rich ceramic grave goods. These included, among other things, Protocorinthian drinking vessels and a valuable grey bucchero aryballos. But particularly worth mentioning is a stone pendant (h cm 1,8 ca.) which resembles a Castellucian type (see Fig. 3). It is laid out with other precious ornaments, namely an iron fibula with ivory and amber beads, about forty faïence beads, and a heart-shaped pendant, perhaps made of bone or ivory. Still interesting from our point of view, but unfortunately no longer available (and therefore we are not able to verify whether it deals with a Castelluccian amulet or not), is a globular rock crystal bead from Fusco, Tomb 338, belonging to an adolescent.

Another striking comparison comes from the North necropolis of Megara Hyblaea, where a jadite axe-shaped pendant, probably belonging to an inhumation in a lithic fossa, was uncovered in 1951 (Fig. 5, n° 4).
The publication, between 2017 and 2018, of the archaic South necropolis of Megara Hyblaea provides us with other significant data. There appear to be at least three burials containing stone pendant amulets which might belong to Castelluccian age, at least judging from shape and lithic materials of which they are made.

Here is a brief overview of the three tombs: the first is Tomb Z 20 (Settore Cementeria), dated between the end of the 8th Century and the second quarter of the 7th Century BC (Fig. 6, n° 6). It is an *enchytrismos* of a 6-7 year-old child, inhumated in a Corinthian *pithos* of local production, whose handles are impressed with multiple circles, reminiscent of the Sikel taste of central-eastern Sicily. Apart from three ceramic vases (one Protocorinthian *skyphos*, one globular *lekythos* of unknown type, one flat-bottomed *oinochoe*), a matched set of ornaments belonging to a bronze indigenous parure suggest «un lien fort de la famille de cet enfant avec le monde indigène». Within this framework, one engraved disc-shaped jet pendant is outstanding. Although engraved decoration is not so common among the Castelluccian stone pendants, jet is reported to be a powerful medium for different reasons: it has electrostatic properties that enable it to attract hay and small pieces of paper, and gives off an unpleasant smell when rubbed. Greek lapidaries prescribe jet to drive off snakes and other venomous animals and to cure demoniacs.

The second burial is Tomb Z 42 (Settore Cementeria), which is one of Megara’s very common multiple inhumations in monolithic sarcophagus. This tomb contained three adults (one man of about 25 years and maybe two women) and two infants, aged 2-3 years and 4-5 years respectively. The grave goods found here included one Corinthian *alabastron* - which dates at least one of the numerous phases of tomb use to the late 7th, early 6th Century BC - a rich parure with bronze pins and bronze and silver rings, as well as one pendant-amulet in soft stone. More doubtful is a small cylindrical pendant in shiny black stone (jet?), unearthed in Tomb P 21 (Settore Pontile), possibly an infant double burial in clay box. The grave goods uncovered in this latter tomb are also rich in both ceramics (among the finds is one cup of Euboic-Cycladic type, one rhodian *aryballos*, one Protocorinthian conical *oinochoe*) and especially bronze and silver ornaments and accessories to wear on clothes, as well as one amber scaraboid. Based on the ceramic grave goods, the editors suggest the presence of two subsequent burials, the former dating to the first half of the 7th Century BC, the latter to the third quarter of the 7th Century BC.

Finally, excavated from an indigenous context dating to the 6th Century BC is Tomb 164 (Fig. 8), an extremely rich burial from Monte San Mauro di Caltagirone. This tomb belonged to a young woman who was certainly a member of an aristocratic group. After dying around 570 BC, possibly prior to marriage, she was buried in a prestigious rock cut chamber, which features an extraordinary display of wealth, especially evident in the magnificent set of imported unguent jars. The tomb also preserved an oval-shaped stone pendant, without a hanging hole, but provided with incisions on the outer surface, which resembles similar Castelluccian amulets (see Fig. 3).

Based on the evidence gathered, these tombs seem to share the following elements: a high chronology ascribed to the earliest colonial generations (this is the case for the abovementioned tombs from Gela, Syracuse and Megara Hyblaea); and their belonging to sub-adult individuals of an élite ruling class, as attested by the presence of rich ceramic and metal grave goods, often supplemented with exotic items (i.e., the amber scaraboid from Tomb 21 Settore Pontile).
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If, on the one hand, the common occurrence in said tombs of parures and clothing accessories of indigenous tradition does not necessarily imply that the buried infants had been born to indigenous mothers, on the other hand it does contribute to depicting a society in which the early colonial generations were characterized by episodes of Greek-indigenous cohabitation and forms of cultural and biological blending. Moreover, if we consider that the way of clothing, feeding, protecting and taking care of the offspring is one of the most traditional forms of cultural identity, we should not underestimate the role played both by the bronze ornaments typical of rich indigenous parures in preserving the local clothing habits of mothers and children, and by the very ancient Castelluccian pebble pendants in adopting kourotrophic practices of indigenous tradition.

Moreover, according to recent studies carried out by Massimo Cultraro and Anita Crispino, beginning from the final stages of the Bronze Age, some prominent women of indigenous Sikel origin started to take increasingly leading roles in their community, and not only within their own families. They were key in forging strategic marriage alliances between different ethnic groups and in transferring dowries. They were also known for their magico-medical knowledge and for being employed in highly specialized jobs. In addition, the kourotrophic ‘specialization’ of indigenous Sicily has been convincingly proven by Giulia Pedrucci in her essay *L’isola delle ‘madri’*. The author focuses her attention on the existence in Sicily of a significant number of local rites addressed to kourotrophic gods and on the abundance, in Sicily alone, of *kourophoroi* and *kourotrophoi* clay figurines.

Within this framework, it is of the utmost importance what Stéphane Verger points out by analyzing the metal deposits from layer 5 in the *Thesmophorion* of Bitalemi at Gela: between the last third of the 7th Century and the third quarter of the 6th Century BC, Geloan women would have been collecting various bronze and iron ornaments which came, both intact and broken into pieces, to be recycled, from the Balkans and the remote Languedoc. Being considered powerful *exotica* and originally belonging to prominent women in those very far-apart-countries, the ornaments probably conveyed a new meaning and were turned into apotropaic amulets for the protection of pregnant women and children, or into charms for devotional and magical practices to ward off premature death. The same process could be applied to the Castelluccian pebble pendants (some of them are also attested in the *Thesmophorion* of Bitalemi) which came as well from very far-apart-locations, not from a geographical, but from a chronological point of view.
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But there is a last issue to be tackled: how could women in Gela, Syracuse or Megara Hyblaea get hold of these ancient stone pendants? Pebble-shaped pendants and stone hatchets might as well have been the result of accidental discoveries as a consequence of archaic tombs overlapping prehistoric burials. Such is the case with Gela, where, back in the spring of 1900, while digging the archaic Borgo necropolis, Orsi uncovered some Castelluccian tombs with multiple inhumations containing numerous stone pendants\(^{52}\). But it might also have happened that the powerful talismans had passed down over different generations that were, however, unlikely to be related in direct line of descent all the way back to the Early Bronze Age.

In this case, according to the definition given by Whitley\(^{53}\), these pendants would be considered not so much *keimelia*, but rather objects “with their own biography”, credited with prophylactic properties and imbued with powerful symbolism, having been perceived as very old and therefore deemed particularly valuable, also due to the intrinsic properties of the stones, being shiny and translucent. Belief in the magical properties of things from deep antiquity is largely widespread in ancient societies, as well as is the notion that objects having a temporal depth are fitting accompaniments for children, who also embody the past, present and future simultaneously\(^{54}\).

In conclusion: the hypothesis of a possible transmission of the significance and use of Castelluccian stone pendant amulets and of their magico-medical powers both to Sikel mothers and women born and having grown up in the multicultural society of early Greek colonization, characterized by strongly hybrid cultural practices, is far from unlikely. The Castelluccian pebble pendants, buried with infants, come to the “end” of their long-lasting biography: while the object also “dies”, its being valued pays homage to the child and protects it from perils in its afterlife. In addition, the connection with the past and the control of the cultural imagination linked to previous eras might have played a significant role as means both to construct the family memory on the occasion of lavish funerals and to get and maintain power by élites groups\(^{55}\).

Captions

Fig. 1. Gela, archaic Borgo necropolis, Tomb 476: an *enchytrismōs* belonging to a newborn, buried with imported unguent vases and a rich bronze parure; Late Protocorinthian Period. From Lambrugo 2013 (n. 3) fig. 97.

Fig. 2. Gela, archaic Borgo necropolis, Tomb 77, Via Buscemi. From Lambrugo 2013 (n. 3) figg 27, 29.

Fig. 3. Some Castelluccian pebble pendants as amulets from: (left) Monte Sallia necropolis (Ragusa) Tomb 9, except for n. 1 which is a decorated bone sword pommel, imported from Mycenaean Greece; (right) Castelluccio village’s dumps. Syracuse, Archaeological Museum. (Author’ s photograph. Polo Regionale di Siracusa per i siti e i musei archeologici – Museo Archeologico Regionale “Paolo Orsi” di Siracusa; su concessione dell’Assessorato ai Beni Culturali e dell’Identità Siciliana – Palermo).

Fig. 4. Syracuse, Fusco necropolis, Tomb 175bis. Syracuse, Archaeological Museum. (Museum’s courtesy. Polo Regionale di Siracusa per i siti e i musei archeologici – Museo Archeologico Regionale “Paolo Orsi” di Siracusa; su concessione dell’Assessorato ai Beni Culturali e dell’Identità Siciliana – Palermo).

\(^{52}\) P. Orsi: I Siculi della regione gelese. Bollettino di Paleontologia Italiana XXVII (1901) nn. 7-9, 154-157, fig. 2.

\(^{53}\) Whitley (n. 2).

\(^{54}\) Reiterman (n. 2), 166.

Fig. 5. Megara Hyblaea, North necropolis, jadeite axe-shaped pendant from Tomb D (n. 4). From Gentili (n. 37) 88, fig. 10.

Fig. 6. Megara Hyblaea, South necropolis, Settore Cementeria, Tomb Z 20. From Duday, Gras (n. 28).

Fig. 7. Megara Hyblaea, South necropolis, Settore Cementeria, Tomb Z 42. From Duday, Gras (n. 28).

Fig. 8. Monte San Mauro di Caltagirone, Tomb 164; part of the extremely rich grave assemblage; stone pendant in the middle. From Frasca (n. 44), 8, fig. 19.